


From the Editor 

For the past 17 years, Sue Moon has occupied this space, this wel
coming portal into each issue of Turning Wheel. I feel like I'm 
moving into a well-loved home, one that many people have 

entered over the years to settle into a comfy chair, have a cup of tea ( cof
fee or beer for some of us!), and listen to stories. With much humility, I 
step into this role and invite you to come in for a visit with the people 
who live inside the pages of this TW. 

The theme of this issue, nourishment, is especially poignant for me. I 
used to be proud of the fact that I wasn't burned out like other activists I 
knew, and I wanted to keep up that record in my role as BPF's executive 
director these past three years. But this year I was finally humbled by 
burnout, by losing touch with my own source of nourishment. I was hit 
hard by the loss of a loving relationship that was impacted by all the giving 
I was doing everywhere else, by my efforts to knock down windmills and 
change the world. My Zen teacher, Vicki Austin, has stressed the necessity 
of nourishment as part of the spiritual path. So I took the month of June 
off from work, with the intention of nourishing my soul. I had a broken 
heart and a tired body. I needed a break, in a big way. 

It took two weeks before I allowed myself to think of anything BPF
related. In mid-June, while flying to New Mexico for some personal 
retreat time in the high desert, I finally cracked open the summer issue 
of TW. Sue's article, "Grandmother Mind," made me laugh and weep. I 
remembered what a gift Sue has given to the world, through her own 
stories and as a midwife for the stories of so many others. Another arti
cle in that issue-Annette Herskovits' description of how she has grap
pled with the paralyzing effects of trauma from growing up as a 
European Jew during the Holocaust-moved me deeply. I was in awe of 
her courage and honesty. And Will Hall's article, "The Freedom to Sit;' 
sparked my appreciation for his advocacy for the rights of people with 
psychiatric diverse-abilities, a commitment that I share. 

Reading that issue of TW and reflecting on my relationships with 
people in the BPF community, I was reminded of how grateful I am to 
be part of this circle and to be serving as TW's new editor. Our com
munity, and this journal, weaves together people of diverse backgrounds 
and experiences. The common thread is a shared aspiration to under
stand how our lives are not separate from the lives of those in Iraq, along 
the borders in Texas, behind prison walls, and in many other places. This 
kind of connection across differences is deeply nourishing to me. 

This issue marks some other transitions. We say goodbye arid warm 
thanks to Colette DeDonato, TW's managing editor for the past three 
years, and wish her well as she and her family move to Oregon to start a 
new life. We welcome our new executive director Earthlyn Manuel, who 
shares her thoughts on nourishment on page 5. 

You'll see a few changes in this issue. In response to the question, "But 
where doe~ it say this stuff about social engagement in the core teach
ings of the Buddha?" we're launching a thought-provoking new section: 
Roots of Engaged Dharma (pg. 15). We've added a calendar of events, 
and Indra's Net includes more news about BPF members and chapters. 

But what doesn't change is TW's mission: to bring many voices to the 
table so that we can all share in the power of stories to heal and restore 
our souls and our world. Take off your coat and stay a while! ❖ 

-Maia Duerr 
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From the Director 

The Pradice of Resting 
by Zenju Earthlyn Manuel 

My parents worked hard their entire lives. Watching 
them work day and night, I made a secret vow as 
a child to find ways to enjoy life, to have fun. The 

problem was, I didn't know that enjoying life had to do with 
nourishment and not so much with earthbound desires. So 
I found myself using all the money I earned to indulge in 
food, parties, anything to satisfy whatev
er craving I had. I thought giving myself 
whatever I desired was the way to nour
ish myself. Of course, I went deep into a 
great amount of suffering. 

My next attempt at nourishment again 
included some level of feeding my desires. 
I took long walks and baths, received 
manicures, pedicures, and bodywork, and 
listened to soft music. Although these 
things were much more nourishing than 
what I had previously chosen, their tem
porary nature could not sustain me 
through the difficulties of daily life. 

In 1988, a friend introduced me to 
Buddha's teachings. Practicing Nichiren 
Daishonin's Buddhist way made me 
aware of how much I counted on suffer
ing as a way of life. Eventually, hours of chanting Namu
myoho-renge-kyo and other parts of the Lotus Sutra created 
an environment of stillness and concentration in which I 
could see that I had not yet cultivated the seeds of joy in my 
life, and therefore deep nourishment, in the context of 
dharma practice, was not available to me. 

The Buddha said, "Faith is nourishment." I think he was 
speaking of this deep nourishment. With faith, there's no 
need to cling to external pleasurable things for a joyful life. 
Instead, there is an understanding that nourishment comes 
from trusting the core teachings of Buddha: compassion, 
wisdom, -love, and peace. 

Now I experience nourishment as spiritual sustenance, in 
whatever form it appears. When I feel extreme emotions 
such as grief or anger, I take time out to sit with how I feel 
without analysis. I just acknowledge that something is hap
pening as I breathe through life, and the tears I shed are 
nourishing. When I feel disconnected from people around 
me, long walks in the woods among the trees can bring me 
back to the nature of life, and I am sustained by returning to 
the earth. When I am listening to music, especially my own 
drumming, a note, a rift, can often touch places deep inside, 
previously unknown to me, and this is nourishing. Yet I can
not just decide that crying, walking in the woods, or listen
ing to music will always be a nourishing experience. These 
expectations can lead to suffering if the walk is not in the 
right place, the music off center, or the crying interrupted. 

As the new executive director of BPF, I am now dealing 
with many complex issues of work. I ask myself, "What is 
the experience of being deeply nourished?" 

Since my arrival at BPF at the end of May 2007, I have 
come to see the organization as a dear spiritual friend to 
many dharma practitioners and others. BPF's vow for 
peace is as grand as any other bodhisattva vow, feeling 
almost impossible, yet it is this commitment to peace that 
has moved this organization for nearly 30 years. There have 
been long cycles of accomplishments and new visions dur

ing those years. However, I suspect there 
have also been frayed nerves, bouts of 
stress, and times of weariness. As peace 
workers, we are challenged to balance 
the enormous hours of activist work and 
the need to nourish ourselves in a way 
that truly sustains our lives. 

Recently I sat with Tenshin Reb 
Anderson. I had just returned from New 
Mexico and felt extremely tired and out of 
sorts. I complained of not being able to get 
to the zendo and felt my practice was not 
where it ought to be. He looked at me with 
much caring and said, "You don't believe 
that resting is part of your practice." There 
was a long pause. If I made resting a part 
of my practice, then the deep nourish
ment that comes from following the path 

of dharma would be available to me. Although I still take long 
walks and baths, receive pedicures and bodywork, and listen 
to soft music, I now believe that a nourished life is one in 
which I care for my life so that I can follow the way of a bod
hisattva. And I need rest for such a life. 

Our bodhisattva path at BPF need not be an arduous 
journey of working endless hours but rather a moment-by
moment effort of nourishment in order to engage in loving 
intimacy with others. In this way, a deeply nourished life 
can take a direction of liberation by which production 
(labor) is not the measure of our worth. 

A vow to rest is a vow for peace. ❖ 

Acarasiddhi 

When I can't see her 
she chalks a cursive metta 
on my broken steps. 

Poems and stories by Acarasiddhi (Anthony Press) have 
appeared in Lichen, Spitball, and The Heart As Origami. 
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In the Chaparral Mountains of Southern California 

Manzanit2l 
Village 

Reh-eats . Workshops . R.esic¼enti~I Ptogrqms 
www.manzanitavillage.org 

PO Box 67, Warner Springs, CA 92086 tel : 760.782.9223 

Pilgrimage with Dharmacharya Shantum 
Seth every winter through India and Nepal 

Lumbini, Kapilavastu, BodhGaya, Samath, 
Varanasi, Rajgir, Nalanda, Sravasti, Kushinagar 
"Shantum's Buddhapath journeys lead the awakening 
pilgrim to visions of the ancient paradise of Shakyamuni 
and his enlightened community still living in the midst 
of Mother India in all her paradoxical glory. • 

Prof. Robert Thurman 
For information & free brochure: 

info@buddhapath.com 
U.S. Contact: Linda Ballantine: (888) 2791484 

Please Visit: 

www.buddhapath.com 
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Letters 
We welcome your responses to what we print. Write to 
<turningwheel@bpf org>. Letters may be edited. 

Building More Alliances 
As a cover-to-cover reader of Turning Wheel for nearly six 
years, I very much liked your issue on Building Alliances to 
Address Racism (Spring '07). It helped me to see how I was 
conditioned with racist fears and concepts that became 
automatic. Although all the articles were very good, I par
ticularly liked the Indra's Net piece by Elyse Mergenthaler 
and "When It Gets Dark" by Meg Yardley. In my opinion it 
was your best issue ever! 

-Bruce Krawisz, Marshfield, Wisconsin 

I want to thank you for the Spring 2007 issue. In "Where the 
Rubber Hits the Road" your discussion of the· events and the 
internal struggles folks went through is very moving-and 
stressful even to someone reading what happened a year 
later. Thank you for recounting the story in detail and high
lighting the lessons people learned. Nonetheless, I feel like 
one aspect of the story was left out. In particular, the African 
American woman who wrote the threatening letter comes 
off as very one-dimensional. There is no acknowledgment 
of the pain that lay behind her letter. Yet an outcome that 
would be healing for everyone concerned would certainly be 
one that brought this woman and her community into the 
picture in a complete way. 

This is our work: Seeing everyone, even those we have 
sharp differences with, as our teacher; not treating people 
as the "other" in fearful, objectifying ways; and recognizing 
and seeking to understand the sources of a person's hurtful 
behavior (as folks at BPF probably do all the time in their 
prison work). 

In Urusa Fahim's article, I found the "shame vs. guilt" idea 
to be stimulating, and I wanted to suggest James Gilligan's 
book Preventing Violence as an instructive study of the sources 
of shame and its power to shape people's actions. 

Seeing one's personal path to enlightenment connected 
in a real way with the larger institutional and systemic 
aspects of white supremacy seems essential to me. Thanks 
to everyone again for the excellent issue and for the com
mitment you show, in very personal ways, in facing up to 
white privilege in your lives. 

-Chip Smith, Fayetteville, North Carolina 

Turning Wheel 
Ad Reservation Deadline 

Spring 2008 issue: January 7, 2008 

Full Page: $430 
Half Page: $250 

Quarter Page: $165 
Eighth Page: $90 

Discounts available. Contact: 
<twads@bpf .orp or 510/655·6169, xJOl 



Calendar of Socially .Engaged Buddhist Events 
1111 Events with BPF logo are sponsored in full or part 
R'J by the Buddhist Peace Fellowship. 

Please send event listings to <maia@bpf.org>. 

September 

Sept 1-7: The 2007 International Network of Engaged 
Buddhists Conference: Engaged Buddhism 
from Social Welfare to Social Change 
Taipei , Taiwan 
See: www.inebnetwork.org/web 

1111 Sept 3: Cleveland Peace Show 
E Co-sponsored by Cleveland BPF 
See: www.peaceactioncleveland.org 

B Sept 11: Floating Lantern Ceremony (BPF-NYC) 
E'J New York City 
More info: info@bpfny.org, 212/545-4123 
See: www.bpfny.org 

B Sept 15: Peace March 
EiJ (Washington BPF is participating) 
Washington, DC 
More info: Bill Jenkins, worldofmuse@aol.com 

October 

1111 Oct 5-8: BPF Teen Retreat Weekend 
EiJ Northern California location TBA 
More info: teen.reg.oct@bpf.org 
See: www.bpf.org 

1111 Oct 7: Talk by David Loy 
R'J Co-sponsored by BPF-NYC 
New York City 
More info: info@bpfny.org, 212/545-4123 
See: www.bpfny.org 

Oct 8: Interfaith Fast to End War in Iraq 
Worldwide, endorsed by BPF 
See: http://interfaithfast.org 

Oct 11-14: Detroit Street Retreat 
with Sensei Grover Genro Gauntt 
Zen Peacemaker Community 
Detroit 
More info: detroitstreetretreat@yahoo.com 

B Oct 25: BPF presents an evening with 
EiJ Dr. A.T. Ariyaratne, founder of Sarvodaya 
Oakland, CA 
More info: justine@bpf.org 
See: www.bpf.org 

Novemb.er . . . 
Nov 5-10: Bearing Witness at Auschwitz 
with Sensei Grover Genro Gauntt and Sensei Fleet Maull 
Peacemaker Institute 
Oswiecim, Poland 
More info: Kate Crisp, peacemaker@indra.com, 
303/544-5923 
See: www.peacemakerinstitute.org 

Nov 11-16: Living with Illness Retreat 
with Jean Wilkins, Susan Benjamin, and Daniel Bruce 
Upaya Zen Center, Santa Fe, NM 
More info: registrar@upaya.org, 505/986-8518 
See: www.upaya.org 

December 

1111 Dec 12-Jan 6: Pilgrimage to India and Nepal 
E'J with Barcelona BPF 
See: www.bodhyanga.org/spain/charity/pilgrimage2007.html 

1111 Dec 28-Jan 2: BPF New Year's Teen Retreat 
E'J Cazadero, CA 
More info: teen.reg.ny@bpf.org 
See: www.bpf.org 

February 2008 

1111 BPF Event with Joanna Macy in the Bay Area, 
E date and location TBA. 

April 

April 26-May 5: The Living Buddhism Conference 
"Breaking the Mould: Buddhism Comes West and 
Gets Engaged," organized by Amida Trust 
Narborough, Leicestershire, United Kingdom 
More info: gina@amidatrust.com 
See: http://amidatrust.typepad.com/conference2008 

May 17-18: Spirituality and Social Enterprise 
Conference with Roshi Bernie Glassman and others 
House of One People, Montague, MA 
More info: Laura Carboni, 
laura@zenpeacemakers.org, 413/367-2080 ext. 4# 
See: www.zenpeacemakers.org 
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Indra's Net 
News and stories from the world of so'cially engaged Buddhism, 
in the Buddhist Peace Fellowship community and beyond. 

Repression of Freedom of Religion in Tibet Continues 
In August, China's State Administration for Religious 
Affairs posted a new set of regulations on its website declar
ing that reincarnations of "living Buddhas"-Tibetan 
monks of the highest order-must first seek approval from 
Chinese authorities. In an apparent effort to target the cur
rent Dalai Lama, who is living in exile in northern India, 
the rules prohibit any Buddhist monk living outside of 
China from recognizing a "living Buddha." The new regu
lations take effect September 1. 

The Chinese government has long insisted that it must 
have the final say over the appointment of the most senior 
Tibetan monks. In 1995, the Dalai Lama and Chinese 
authorities chose rival reincarnations of the 10th Panchen 
Lama, who died in 1989. After the Dalai Lama, the Panchen 
Lama is the most important figure in the Tibetan spiritual 
hierarchy and will identify the next Dalai Lama when the 
current one, now 72, dies. As a result, Beijing could control 
the eventual selection of the 15th Dalai Lama. 

"China's repression of Tibetans, like that of its own people, 
is extremely strategic:' said Paula Schriefer, director of advo
cacy at Freedom House, 
based in Washington, DC 
"Chinese authorities are 
keenly interested in the 
selection of Tibetan spiritual 
figures due to the tremen
dous reverence with which 
they are held by their follow-

" ers. 

individuals and groups addressing peace and human rights 
concerns, and learned about the historical and political con
text of Colombia's brutal civil war. Some of the groups the 
delegation met with included Justapaz (a Christian center for 
justice, peace, and nonviolent action), Afrodes (an organiza
tion that supports displaced Afro-Colombians), and 
Asociaci6n Campesina de Antioquia ( the Antioquia Farmers' 
Association). Along the way, the delegation practiced medita
tion, visited the Centro Zen Montana de Silencio (Mountain 
of Silence Zen Center), and accompanied friends in the Red 
Juvenil de Medellin (Medellin Youth Network) in the 
International Worker's Day march. 

Read the full report from the Lotus in Muddy Water 
Delegation at www.bpforg!html!whats_now/2007/ 
colombia_report.html. 

Northwest Interfaith Peacewalk Commemorates 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki Days 
Monks and nuns from the Nipponzan Myohoji Buddhist 
Temple and members of several other faiths led the third 
annual Interfaith Peacewalk, which ended August 6 at the 
Trident Nuclear Submarine Base in Bangor, Washington. 

The-purpose of the walk, which started on July 16 in 
Eugene, Oregon, was to commemorate the atomic bomb

Religious freedom in 
Tibet is strictly limited by 
the Chinese government. 
While some religious prac
tices are tolerated, officials 
forcibly suppress activities 
viewed as vehicles for politi

ing of Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki and to remember 
those who have suffered 
radiation poisoning near 
nuclear testing sites in the 
U.S. Each step of the walk 
was dedicated to a nuclear
free future. Monk Gilberto 
Perez of the Nipponzan 
Myohoji temple said that 
Iraqis are now seeing physi
cal effects of uranium 
ammunition used during 
the Gulf War. Perez said, 

photo: Gordon Sturrock "We ask for forgiveness that 

cal dissent or advocacy of Tibetan independence. Possession 
of pictures of the Dalai Lama can lead to imprisonment, and 
religious affairs bureaus continue to control who can study 
religion in Tibet. Only boys who sign a declaration rejecting 
Tibetan independence, expressing loyalty to the Chinese gov
ernment, and denouncing the Dalai Lama are allowed by 
Chinese officials to become monks. 

-Freedomhouse.org 

FOR/BPF Delegation Visits Colombia 
In April and May, Linda Ruth Cutts, former abbess of the San 
Francisco Zen Center, and her daughter, Sarah Weintraub, co
led a Buddhist delegation to Colombia. The delegation, 
which was co-sponsored by the Fellowship of Reconciliation 
and BPF, called themselves "Lotus in Muddy Water." They 
traveled through the country for two weeks and met with 
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we should all live in peace. We pray to relieve the suffering 
of all people." · 

Madison BPF Hosts Nonviolent Communication 
Workshop 
The Madison, Wisconsin, BPF chapter held a Nonviolent 
Communication (NVC) training January 26-27, taught by 
Lucy Leu and Ruby Phillips. Lucy and Ruby came to 
Madison from Seattle, where they have been active in the 
Freedom Project, which trains prison returnees as peace
makers through mindfulness and NVC training. The 101 
participants of the Madison training represented numer
ous local Buddhist sanghas, plus other peace and justice 
groups in the community. 

-Kathy Derene, Madison BPF 



Portland's Buddhist Festival in the Park 
The Portland, Oregon, BPF chapter was one of the main 
organizers for the Buddhist Festival in the Park, which 
began four years ago as Change Your Mind Day (sponsored 
by Tricycle magazine) and has evolved into a celebration of 
local diverse Buddhist communities. This year's theme, 
"Path of Compassion;' attracted more than 900 people to 
Colonel Summers Park June 2. Adults listened to talks, 
monastics blessed pets, and kids learned about altars and 
created their own tiny Buddha statues. To end the day, teenage 
Burmese dancers performed a traditional dance for everyone. 

-Heidi Enji Hoogstra, Portland BPF 

Tallahassee BPF Marks Juneteenth 
On June 19, the Tallahassee, Florida, BPF chapter invited 
people of all races and spiritual beliefs to join a ceremony 
to honor the memories of those who were lynched, and to 
help heal the shame, blame, and guilt from the aftermath of 
slavery that affect all Tallahassee residents. The event was 
held downtown near a large oak tree, the site of lynchings 
in the 1930s. One woman who attended said, "I saw this 
event as an opportunity for racial forgiveness with the 
Native Americans and the African Americans. We have 
racism that is still here and it needs to be healed:' 

Healing and Dharma at the U.S. Social Forum 
This past January, a ragtag group of radical seekers, soul rebels, 
healers, and mystics started to talk about how their piece of 
social justice work would be represented at the United States 
Social Forum (USSF) in Atlanta, this summer. The forum, 
with the theme ''Another World Is Possible, Another U.S. Is 
Necessary;' was to be organized by and for activists and com
munity organizers from all over the country. 

Jesse writes: Buddhists, Yoruba practitioners, Jews, 
Indigenous medicine people, sound-healers, Christians, 
and yogis came together on our planning calls because we 
knew something good was cooking. We had no idea what it 
might be. We used different language to talk about it, but 
we were sure of two things: 1) the work of liberation has 
inner dimensions that are rarely attended to in mainstream 
activist culture, and 2) the USSF was the perfect place to 
demonstrate the value and power of these inner dimen
sions to a broad range of social change agents. 

We decided to create a multitraditional cross-cultural 
space for people working for social change to come and 
center, breathe, and heal during the forum. 

Nearly 10,000 people buzzed around downtown Atlanta 
between June 27 and July l; several hundred of them found 
a quiet place of rest and reflection in the "Community 
Healing and Spiritual Practice Space." Many people came 
into the space exhausted and war-torn but left rested, ener
gized, and dear-minded. The space was held by a team of 
volunteers from a number of groups, including stone circles, 
Spirit in Motion, and BPF, represented by staff member 
Oren Sofer. 

Oren writes: The significance of what we were doing did
n't hit me until my second night in Atlanta, when the group 
of organizers met in the space for a brief council and dinner. 
There were 13 of us, representing all different places, tradi
tions, ages, and colors. 

I felt honored, inspired, and grateful to be in the room 
with each of these people and to hold a piece of wisdom in 
my Buddhist practice. As the only white male in the group, 
I also felt a mixture of humility, gratitude, and respect in 
holding that place of identity, with all of its painful history, 
in this group. 

We spent a day creating the main healing and practice 
space and several altars in the surrounding area. Local BPF 
member John Simon connected us with the Atlanta 
Shambhala Center, which loaned us zafus and zabutons. We 
transformed the basement of the AIDS Survival Project into 
a serene and beautiful place of practice. We built an ancestor 
altar in a park behind the Atlanta Civic Center, and it became 
a powerful space for rituals to honor and remember loved 
ones, teachers, and inspirational figures who have passed. 

During the days of the USSF, our group of practitioners 
offered yoga, guided mediation, Native and Yoruba healing 
ceremonies, acupuncture, massage, and more. 

As I walked around the forum and handed out flyers, I 
sensed relief, excitement, and interest from many with whom 
I spoke. We were one of the only groups simply offering 
space, with no demands or expectations to "join our cause;' 
get involved, or take action. With over 300 workshops a day, 
having a space to just be and come back to oneself seemed 
essential. I thought of Gandhi, King, and others, and how 
deeply rooted their work for peace and justice was in spiri
tual practice. 

Our work offered something unique, powerful, and 
much needed to the community of activists and folks doing 
the hard heart work of change. We held the space for the 
integration of inner and outer, · for ritual, healing, and 
transformation. ❖ 

-Jesse Maceo Vega-Frey (BPF board member) and 
Oren Sofer (BPF administrative director) 

~- .. 

Cara, Egypt, and Omisade at an outdoor altar at the USSF 
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Samadhi means Meditation Since 1975 

Order Online www.samadhistore.com 

Meditation Cushions ( Books & Media ) ( Sacred Sfyle ) 

( Gongs & Incense ) ( Yoga Mats ) ( Benches ) 
MORE 

Sales support Karme Choling Shambhala Buddhist 1-800-331-7751 
Meditation Center here in Northern Vermont. 
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History 
Lo Ch'ing and the Grain Boatmen 
by Diane Ames 

The grain boatmen, who brought barges of grain to 
the capital on an elaborate system of canals, were 
among the poorest men in Ming China. In a land in 

which marriage was nearly universal, most boatmen appar
ently could not afford to marry. They suffered great hard
ship during the winter when they were out of work. Many 
drowned. If they became disabled or simply got old, they 
had nowhere to go. To more affluent Chinese, they hardly 
seemed human. 

Enter Lo Ch'ing (active 16th century). We know little 
about him except that he was born near Ch'eng-yang into 
a military family and so probably became an army officer 
serving in the grain canal patrol troops. As such he would 
have become familiar with the boatmen's plight. Tradition 
says that he also became a devout lay Buddhist and decid
ed to study under a "heretical teacher" whose name is not 
known. After practicing under this teacher for 13 years, he 
wrote five texts on doctrine that still survive. Scholars pro
nounce them an eclectic mixture of Ch'an (Chinese Zen) 
and Pure Land teachings, heavily laced with quotations 
from the most popular sutras and even Confucian texts
in short, loosely organized anthologies of the orthodox 
popular Buddhism of the day. 

Lo also began attracting disciples, among them a Ch'an 
monk named Ta-ning. Together they began to preach to the 
lowly grain boatmen and to set up the system of temple
hostels that became vital to the boatmen's survival. 

Established in cities near the canals, especially in south
ern China, these temples were maintained by small perma
nent staffs that carried on religious rituals, kept copies of 
Lo's works, and supported the temples by farming like 
Ch'an monks. They were also hostels in which the boatmen 

. could stay in the winter and get simple Buddhist (i.e., veg
etarian) food at a price even they could afford. Sick, dis
abled, and elderly boatmen were also cared for in these 
places. Not surprisingly, most boatmen became devotees of 
the school Lo had founded. 

Since, unfortunately, the school lacked official recogni
tion, it naturally attracted official paranoia. After all, many 
uprisings had been instigated by popular cults throughout 
Chinese history. However, even official documents denounc
ing the Lo temples noted that they neither taught heresy nor 
did anything illegal except exist. Some hostile bureaucrats 
even recommended that the hostels be taken over by the gov- . 
ernment because of the vital function they served. Despite 
this, there were many government campaigns to suppress the 
Lo sect. And despite that, Lo temple-hostels remained 
numerous for more than two centuries, attracting devotees 
throughout, and beyond, the boatman community. ❖ 



Ecology 
Space Medicine 
by Stephanie Kaza 

t the northern end of our local bike path, the route 
rosses the Winooski River and circles around Delta 
ark. Some days we take the long option and head 

out to the causeway, an old rail line restored for walking and 
cycling. The gravel path leads down through the woods and 
emerges at the edge of the lake. If you keep going, the narrow 
causeway takes you out into the lake, so you are surrounded 
on both sides by water stretching far to the north and south. 
Off in the distance to the east are the Green Mountains, with 
Mansfield and Camel's Hump as familiar landmarks. To the 
west across Lake Champlain, the Adirondacks rise old and 
steep, a testimony of geologic time. 

The causeway is our space medicine. When things press 
in and shrink my view, when stresses mount and clog my 
mind, when thought habits tighten like a noose-I turn to 
space for nourishment. When I am most troubled, it seems 
impossible to find such space on my own. It certainly is out 
of reach in my own mind. If I'm lucky, I will remember there 
is space medicine close at hand if I will just go toward it. 

What is the nourishment of space? One thought stream 
in Buddhist psychology looks at space as one of the five 
wisdom energies. In her guide to these energies, Irini 
Rockwell recounts how Tibetan teacher Trungpa Rinpoche 
developed a practice for Westerners to allow them to con
tact these distinct energetic qualities through immersion in 
color. He designed five rooms, each with its own color and 
shape, and asked students to take a particular posture 
aligned with the energy of that space. The intensified expe
rience would allow the student to work through resistance 
patterns and find the wisdom quality at the core of that 
energy. This became known as Maitri Space Awareness 
practice-paying attention to the totality of our experience 
in the space of not just the room but the entire world. 

Each of the five wisdom energies are associated with col
ored light, wisdom qualities, and also confused qualities. 
Vajra energy is blue; its wisdom quality is clear seeing. 
Ratna energy is rich golden; its wisdom quality is equa
nimity and contentment. Padma energy glows red with 
passion and the quality of compassion. Karma energy is 
green, filled with energy for action; its wisdom quality is 
accomplishing good for others. The last of the five, buddha 
energy, radiates white light and spaciousness; its wisdom 
quality is. all-pervasive, peaceful space. Each of these quali
ties is present in varying degrees in all of us, depending on 
our biological and cultural conditioning and how we work 
with the circumstances we encounter. Each can be nourish
ing and healing in addressing human suffering. 

Going out on the lake is all about taking the medicine of 
buddha energy. Last week we rode to the end of the bike 
path and pulled over to Charlie's Boathouse. There, in the 
dim, rustic bait-and-candy store, we arranged to take a 
double kayak out on the lake. I had been finding my way 

through the aftermath of my mother's death. I needed a big 
dose of space medicine. We paddled north along the sandy 
shore, following the reeds and pond lilies in the quiet 
waters. The mountains framed the big sky-Adirondacks to 
the west, Green Mountains to the east. We passed by scores 
of uprooted trees, graying and withered from earlier years, 
massive root mandalas in flat relief jutting up from the 
trunks. A lone sandpiper cried its alarm call and flew off 
against the few white clouds in the sky. We stopped paddling 
and drifted, just gazing into space. All-pervasive peaceful 
space. Letting the eyes gaze long and far, letting our minds 
range out beyond the familiar. It helped me remember, just 
a bit, the bigger world I'm passing through. ❖ 

Future Forests Re/Jeat Cottage, LLC 

KaJtU4 ~ KOl)e~ Hawaii 
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Weekly Meditation and Talk wJQ&A 
Mondays 7:30pm - 9pm 

2940 cam1no Diab lo, Suite 200 
Walnut Creek, CA • 925-283-8292 

Just shOW up, eve11 session offers a beginning 
Weekly meditation • Pod~ts • Retreats • DVDs 
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Nagarjuna, who was also a devotee of Amitabha. 
But the heart of Pureland Buddhism has less to do with 

the lexicon of Buddhas; it is more centered on the devo
tional practice of Nembutsu, or calling out to Amida. In 
Pureland it is only an encounter with the unknowable that 
can pull us out of our preoccupied self-clinging and point 
us toward the suffering we must fully experience before any 
kind of awakening is possible. It is this acknowledgment of 
our inherent fallibility, Brazier argues, that seems so rele
vant to a Western culture consumed by self-improvement. 
And it is the quiet faith in a measureless life outside our 
limited self that offers hope for a broader understanding, 
an activism grounded in compassion for the grief we all 
share. Brazier's book is a rewarding exploration of the 
importance of faith and devotion to the unknowable mys
tery at the heart of all religious practice. 

A Zen Life: D. T. Suzuki 
by Michael Goldberg, Executive Producer 
Film, International Videoworks, 2006 
www.azenlife-film.org 

_Reviewed by Katje Richstatter 

"Though perhaps less universally known than such figures 
as Einstein or Gandhi (who became symbols of our time) 
Daisetz Suzuki was no less remarkable a man than these. 
And though his work may not have had such resounding 
and public effect, he contributed no little to the spiritual 
and intellectual revolution of our time." 

-Thomas Merton 

In this straightforward PBS-style documentary, film
maker Michael Goldberg illustrates the life of Daisetz 
Teitaro Suzuki (1870-1966), a scholar and teacher of 

Zen Buddhism. Suzuki trained monastically under Shaku 
Soen but did not ordain as a monk; instead, he chose the 
life of a lay practitioner, married, and devoted his life to 
writing and forwarding a nonintellectual understanding of 
Zen in the West. Suzuki saw Western thought as overly 
enamored with scientific studies, and worked through his 
teaching and writing to destroy any ideas his students had 
of using Zen as a commodity, something they could "get" 
or "use" to change their lives. 

Suzuki taught Zen as fundamentally ungraspable, an 
eternal negation; any cherished idea had to be destroyed, and 
any thought of accomplishment had to be abandoned. But as 
he lived between Japan and the U.S., he understood the 
amount of psychological discomfort these concepts caused 
in the West. The idea of finding the freedom of satori ( awak
ening) within the form was, and continues to be, a balance. 
If there is too little freedom, form becomes dogmatic; too lit
tle form leads to relativism, an unlivable philosophy. Suzuki's 
te~chings were based in the Mahayana tradition but radical 

in their attempt to understand the Western Mind and inte
grate the differing psychologies. 

Of the most interesting aspects of the film is the stag
gering list of people Suzuki encountered and influenced, 
including Carl Jung, Erich Fromm, Thomas Merton, 
Martin Heidegger, Alan Watts, and Robert Aitken. Artists 
were also attracted to Suzuki's teaching and to Zen, partic
ularly in the 1950s and '60s, when John Cage, Alan 
Ginsberg, and Gary Snyder became devotees. There are a 
lot of interviews throughout, and Suzuki obviously 
touched many. His long life and prolific writing career 
brought him into contact with students in the United 
States, Europe, and Japan and exemplified a nonmonastic 
path of both seeking inner stillness and answering life's call. 
Through a mix of archival footage and interviews, 
Goldberg shows a detailed portrait of an individual many 
argue was most instrumental in bringing Japanese Zen 
Buddhism to the West, but also of the man himself, fully in 
and of this world. It is seeing Suzuki through the eyes of 
those who knew him that makes this documentary truly 
personal and moving. 

Books in Brief 
by Gail Bailey 

Pavement: Refledions on Mercy, Adivism, and 
Doing "Nothing" for Peace 
by Lin Jensen 
Wisdom Publications, 2007, 132 pages, $12.95 

There are times and situations in life that lead you to do 
extraordinary things. Like many activists across the globe, 
Lin Jensen felt driven to protest against the Iraq War. 
"Wanting to do something for peace, I discovered I first 
had to learn to do nothing for peace." For more than two 
years, Jensen's idea of doing "nothing" has been to sit zazen 
on the sidewalks of his hometown in Chico, California. 
With great insight, honesty, and compassion, Jensen 
reflects ( often comically) on what he has learned, not only 
from the practice of being peace but also from those who 
pass him by, sit down to share bread, or have hatred in their 
hearts. Pavement is a wonderful memoir, a great inspiration 
for anyone struggling to do "something" in the name of 
peace. 

Buddha Mind, Buddha Body: 
Walking Toward Enlightenment 

by Thich Nhat Hanh 
Parallax Press, 2007, 146 pages, $14.95 

Engagingly accessible and straightforward, Thich Nhat 
Hanh possesses the gift of a great teacher: the ability to 
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explain the most intricate of subjects in the simplest of 
ways. This book is no exception. In Buddha Mind, Buddha 
Body, a follow-up to Understanding Our Mind, Hanh delves 
further into the exploration of human consciousness and 
the inner workings of the mind. Through a sound explana
tion of the four kinds of consciousness to the first six 
paramitas, Hanh offers a path to happiness that begins with 
a sound understanding of how to train the mind. 

Mindful Economics: Understanding American Capitalism, 
Its Consequences and Alternatives 

by Jo~l C. Magnuson 
Pilot Light Books, 2007, 366 pages, $24.99 

This is an invaluable resource for individuals and organiza
tions wanting a comprehensive understanding of the way 
U.S. capitalist systems and institutions operate. Dr. 
Magnuson provides an extensive overview of some of the 
devastating consequences of capitalism (environmental 
degradation, economic inequality, and financial market 
instability) and offers suggestions for adopting a more 
mindful economics, one "rooted in democratic institutions, 
socially controlled by an active citizenry, and shaped by the 
values of people in their communities." Magnuson admits 
that creating economic alternatives that challenge the status 
quo are extremely difficult yet acknowledges that the 
attempt is not impossible. This is a great guide for coopera
tives, small businesses, and anyone dedicated to sound eco
nomic practices. 

Nuclear Disorder or Cooperative Security? U.S. 
Weapons of Terror, the Global Proliferation Crisis, 
and Paths to Peace 

by Lawyers' Committee on Nuclear Policy, Western 
States Legal Foundation, and Reaching Critical Will of 
the Women's International League for Peace and 
Freedom 2007, 253 pages, $12 

The lovely chime of the 

Meditation Timer 
peacefully signals 

the beginning and the end 
of your session 

free of time - totally present 

CREATIME Gong timers and clocks can also be used to signal 
time in everyday life and in activities such as yoga and energy 
therapies where peace and serenity are welcome. 

The pyramids are 5.3" long at the base. Made of solid wood, they 
run a, 4 AA batteries (net S4Jl)lied). 

Further info,mation + order: www.gongtimers.com 
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As a response to the June 2006 Weapons of Mass 
Destruction Commission, three public interest groups have 
come together to offer a critical analysis of the report's 60 
recommendations, as well as offer their own response to 
how the U.S. and other countries can reduce and eventual
ly eliminate their nuclear weapons. Divided into four parts, 
the book provides a comprehensive summary of the 
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty and other international 
treaties; examines U.S. policy, research, and development of 
nuclear weapons; explores how concern over climate 
change has led to a renewed interest in nuclear power; and 
analyzes the role of language and the need for redefining 
the way we talk about nuclear weapons and security. More 
than a book, it is also a grassroots campaign for a nuclear
free world. 

Tibetan Cooking: Recipes for Daily Living, Celebration, 
and Ceremony 

by Elizabeth Esther Kelly 
Snow Lion Publications, 2007, 108 pages, $19.95 

While · filled with simply prepared recipes, including both 
meat- and vegetarian-based dishes, Tibetan Cooking is 
more than just a cookbook. Kelly includes background 
information on preparing food for offerings (pujas), creat
ing a shrine, observing customs and etiquette, and even 
serving a lama. There is also a section dedicated to what to 
serve ~uring Losar (Tibetan New Year). This is a good 
introduction to Tibetan cuisine, culture, and customs. 

A Rare and Precious Thing: The Possibilities and PitfaUs 
of Working with a Spiritual Teacher 

by John Kain 
Bell Tower, 2006, 288 pages, $23 

In A Rare and Precious Thing, John Kain, a former associate 
publisher of Tricycle magazine, compiles a collection of 
interviews of spiritual teachers and students, interspersed 
with sections of quotes, inquiries into personal and com
munity psychology, and practical advice. Many traditions 
are represented: Christian, Jewish, Buddhist, Muslim, Native 
American, and Vedanta. Kain aims to guide seekers as to 
both the potential benefits and pitfalls of working with a 
spiritual teacher. And while the conversationally written 
teachers' biographies are interesting, and the advice offered 
is useful, the book falls into the trap of trying to do too 
much, and often overdraws the commonalities between 
these divergent traditions; the result feels scattered. -Katje 
Richstatter. ❖ 



Transf ormative Justice 

Transforming Justice at BPF 
by Kenshin Catherine Cascade 

For almost a decade, BPF's Transformative Justice 
Program has been growing, evolving, and transform
ing itself. Birthed first as the Prison Program by long

time activist Diana Lion in 1998, following a mandate from 
the BPF board of directors, the program grew to encom
pass prison ministry, a correspondence program (which 
responded to almost 1,600 letters from prisoners during 
2006!), advocacy to end the death penalty, and networking. 
Diana was a passionate and prodigious worker. After more 
than seven years as director of the Prison Program, she 
developed a constellation of illnesses that forced her to take 
an extended medical leave, and the program entered a new 
stage in its life. 

Two dynamic young men, Michael Callahan and Hong 
Chingkuang, were hired in 2005 as co-coordinators, splits 
ting duties along lines reflecting their own unique talents 
and passions. Michael had worked with an organization 
called Critical Resistance in its effort to abolish the prison
industrial complex, and helped launch a newspaper called 
The Abolitionist. Hong had started a Buddhist newsletter 
called neverdespise during his eight-year incarceration and 
founded a Buddhist youth society called Jiuhua Tong on 
the outside. 

Together, Michael and Hong envisioned what would 
become the Coming Home Initiative, and suggested that 
the Prison Program be renamed to make more explicit the 
commitment to social and spiritual transformation of the 
prison system that had been present since Diana founded 
the program. Soon after Hong and Michael joined the staff, 
BPF's board of directors also got into the act, strengthening 
its commitment and pledging to allocate increased 
resources to the program. The three-year strategic plan for 
2006-2009 gives support for "the evolution of the Prison 
Program into an innovative Transformative Justice 
Program that integrates practice and action and addresses 
systemic injustice through community solutions like the 
Coming Home Initiative." 

The Coming Home Initiative, which is now being 
implemented, supports members of prison meditation and 
mindfulness groups as they make the transition out of 
prison and back into their home communities. The project 
has infused the Transformative Justice Program with new 
energy, and brings a more intensive focus to the potent 
interface between the individually transformative spiritual 
work that characterizes Buddhism and the socially trans
formative action that characterizes engaged practice. 

In the early phases of this project, Michael and Hong 
carefully researched other reentry programs, developed 
relationships with key people-and agencies in the larger 
community, imagined the design for Coming Home, and 

thoughtfully created a strong foundation for it. 
Early this year, each for personal reasons, both Michael 

and Hong began a prolonged leave of absence from this 
work. Ven. Suhita Dharma and I have now entered the pic
ture as co-coordinators. Once again, the program is evolv
ing in ways that reflect the unique talents and passions of 
the individual people at work within it. 

Ven. Suhita Dharma, known familiarly as "Bhante;' is a 
monk with experience in street ministry and the ability to 
serve as a bridge between many cultures. I am a Zen priest and 
chaplain who has worked in jail, prison, hospice, and psychi
atric hospital settings. Together we are bringing the Coming 
Home Initiative out of the planning stage and into operation. 

Our first important step was to take a census of partici
pants in prison meditation groups. The project was origi
nally envisioned as addressing the needs of men coming 
out of the state prison system, particularly Buddhadharma 
sangha at San Quentin. But the census found that almost 
all of the prisoners being released to the Bay Area within 
the near-term would be women. 

This was a welcome surprise. I have led ~ meditation 
group for incarcerated women for five years, and I have a 
special passion for the unique needs and issues of women, 
which are significantly different from those of men. 

As a result of the census, the project refocused its efforts 
toward working with women and realized that a space adja
cent to the main BPF office in Berkeley was well suited for 
this purpose. The Coming Home Meditation Room and 
Resource Referral Center opened at that site with a dedica
tion on May 16, 2007. The~e we offer opportunities for 
daily meditation, mindful movement, and individual sup
port for women going through the complex, multilayered 
process of decarceration. 

Bhante has begun working individually with male ex
prisoners, mostly in San Francisco, and is excited about the 
possibility of partnering with the Faithful Fools Street 
Ministry (see www.faithfulfools.org). The Fools community is 
allowing us to use some of their space and share in the work 
they are doing in offering services to the community. 

We will describe the activities and continuing creative 
evolution of the Coming Home Initiative in more detail in 
future issues of Turning Wheel. Please stay tuned! ❖ 

Dragon Gate Zen 
A Temple Without Walls 

invites SF Bay Area's communities of color 
to join its Sangha for the first 

Autumn training period in October 2007 

Activities include a five-week Introduction to Zen 
class and a one-day Zazen Kai.Join us in celebrating 

the Householder Path. For more info contact: 
dragongateinfo@sbcglobal.net 
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www.tricycle.com 
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Practice Periods 
Guest Accommodations 
Guest Student Program 

Farm Apprenticeships 
Work Practice Program 

Monastic Training 
Conference Facilities 

Beginner's MindTemple in San Francisco 415-863-3136 
Green Gulch Farm in Marin County 415-383-3134 

WWW.SFZC.OR6 
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• lithographs 

• prints 

• paintings 

• buddha candles 

Christopher Ikeda-Nash, CPA 
Tax and Business Services 

www.ikeda-nash.com 

Business & Accounting Services 
Mortgage & Business Loans 
Audit Representation 
Financial Planning 
Tax Preparation 

Voice (510) 267-0171 
Fax (510) 267-0172 

chris@ikeda-nash.com~~,=.,~-. 

405 14th St. Suite 1410 Oakland, CA 94612 

SPIRIT ROCK MEDITATION CENTER 

Take refuge in tke silence 
Year-round schedule of Residential Retreats 

Vipassana instruction 

Diversity Program 

Daylong Retreats 

Family Program 

Teachers include: 

Jack Kornfield 

Sylvia Boorstein 

AjahnAmaro 

and others 
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We Give Gratitude 
BPF gratefully acknowledges contributions above member
ship received between March 1 and July 31, 2007: 

Dharma Rain Zen Center • Berkeley Zen Center • 
Manzanita Village • Peaceful Sea Sangha • San Francisco 
Foundation • San Francisco Zen Center • Shasta Abbey • 
Marian Abbott • Diana Abrashkin • N. Jose Acevedo • 
Cynthia Adams • Miriam Del Duca Adlum • Martin Ahrens 
• Peter Albrecht • Judith Alper • Steven Althoen • Peggy L. 
Anderson • Lou Antico • Christine Aquilino and Tom 
Pedulla • Mark Archambault • Bill Ashforth • Marie Babbitt 
• Ralph C. Bailey • Tamar Bailey and Linda Rinaldi • Oscar 
Balaguer • Bob Balderson• Leslie Baldwin-Drinkovic • Ray 
Ball and Gwen Coe • Michael Balogh • Christina Banks • 
Claudia H. Banta • Irving Barrett • Elsie Bartelt • Mark 
Bauman • Michael Beard • Sarah Berel-Harrop • Jane 
Bergquist • Dale Bicksler • Simon Billenness • Francois M. 
Billingsley • Elizabeth Blavatsky • Tim Boger • Jill Boone • 
Sylvia and Seymour Boorstein • Debra Bopsie • Ann 
Bottone • Pat'Bough • Irene Bowie • Paula Bramante • John 
Briggs • Warren S. Brown • Joseph Willis Brown • Randi 
Getsushin Brox • Linda Bukowski • Jack Buktenica • Kent 
Bunting and Debbie Stoppello • Charles Burleigh • Virginia 
Burns • Cindy Burton • Bruce and Bettina Buschel • Della 
Butcher • Christopher Calhoun • Emily B. Calhoun • 
Stephen Canner • Ralph Cantor and Anne Aronov • 
Margery Cantor • Mitchell Cantor • Jefre Cantu • Shannon 
Carey· Mary Carnell • Joel Carp • Bill Carr • Steve Carson 
• David S. Cassells • Mark T. Celedonia • Mary Ann 
Chapman • boona cheema • Niki Chemin • Anson Chong • 
Beth Chorpenning • David Chura • Michele Clark • Merry 
Clarkster • Carolyn and Bill Clebsch • Trena M. Cleland • 
Jean and Robert Cleland • Michelle T. Clinton and G. 
Colette Jackson • Mike Cochrane • Gerald Cohen • Robin 
Cohen • Geoffrey Cole • James Coleman • Phebe Connolly 
• Helen Cooluris • Margo Cooper • Carmela Cooper• Della 
Christine Cory • J. Grant Couch Jr. • Judy Countryman •. 
Dennis Courtney • Barbara Couture • Willis Cowing • Terry 
Cox • Philip Crean • Donna Crowell • Robert Csandl and 
Ann Friedenheim • Patrick Cunningham • Brian Curran • 
James Cusack • Linda Ruth Cutts and Steven Weintraub • 
Todd Danen • Uyen Dang • Linda Davis • Patricia Davis • 
Michael Davis • Martha and Lee De Barros • Stuart Dean • 
Andrew Deckert • D. J. Delaney • Christie Denhart • 
Thomas and Gun Denhart • Sam DeWitt and Wendy 
Vitolo-DeWitt • Angela R. Dickey • Richard Diedrichs • 
Rosemary Donnell • James Doyle • Joan Doyle • Martin 
Duffy and Nancy James • Karen A. Dunham • Robert J. 
Durand • Sherry Durren • Bounsouan Duthamonty • John 
Dyckman and Diana Sloat • Edward Earl • Ardith Eaton • 
Jennifer Edgar• Nancy Edwards• Bill Edwards• Harriet F. 
Elkington • Mark Ellenbogen • Anne Elliott and Joe Dabek 
• Paula England • Arline Boyer Epstein • Gloria Evans • 
Mikos Fabersunne • Robert Festa • Faith J. Fippinger • 
Amaryllis Fletcher • Inez Flores • Kenneth and Barbara 
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Ford • April Ford • Rebecca Foster • Frank M. Fragale • 
Constanze Frank • Frank Fredericks • Patrick Freeman • 
Tabitha Fronk • Carol A. Fuller • Gay Gale and Peter Dering 
• Thomas J. Gangloff • Kathleen Garces-Foley • Brad 
Garside• Doug Gary and John Wiskind • William Geller• 
Mary Gilliland and Peter Forunato • Bill Glassmire • Jeff 
Glatstein • Kristi Gochoel and Barbara Penny • Caryl 
Gopfert • William Gorman• Joseph Gorman• Ruby Grad• 
Gregory Grallo • Tom Gray• Rev. Tova Green • Virginia and 
Arthur Greeno • Marilyn Griffiths • Nellie Grose • John 
Grundman • Warren Gschard • Walter Hagedorn • Yoshie 
Haggerty• Herbert Hale • Larry D. Hales • Mary Jean Haley 
• Sarah Hancock • Greg Haney • Bob Koshin Hanson and 
Karen Ingvoldstad • LeeOra Haring • Steven Harlan • Lynn 
Harmet • Dr. James C. Harris and Dr. Catherine De Angelis 
• William Bourke Harris • William Harrison • Blanche and 
Louis Hartman• Margaret Harvey• Janet Hathaway• Joan 
Sam Hay • Melvin Hayase • Barry Heath • Lynn Heller • 
Victoria Hemphill and Steven Johnston • Crystal Henle • 
David Heranney • Anne Hietbrink • Peitsa Hirvonen • 
Marilyn Hoban • Helen D. Hobart• Sandra Hodson• Laura 
Hofer• John Hoffer• Gary Hogrefe • Barbara Holbrook• 
Jill Holmes • Victor Sogen Hori • Edna Horiuchi • 
Marianne Hotek • Greg Hoyt • Jamie and Maki Hubbard • 
Joann and Edward Hummel • Sara Hunsaker • Springer 
Hunt • Sandy Hunter • Blane Hurie • Thanh Huynh • 
Kenneth Igarashi • Amanda Iles • Kenneth K. Inada • Randy 
Ireson and Sharon Schooley • Madeline Jack • Pamela 
Jackson • James and Chanpidor Janko • Bob Jarmusz • 
Robert and Mary Jenne• Becky Jennings and Walt Mann• 
Anne R. Johnston • Mary Johnston • Breck Jones • Johanna 
Jordan • Margaret Jusiel • Madeleine Kamman • John 
Karevoll • Barb and Bob Karlin• Toby Kasavana • Joan Kelly 
• Michael Keown • Nancy Ketchum • Mary A. Kiedis
Keough • David Kilroy • Howard King • Don Kiphart • 
Thomas Kirby • Willy Kistler • Kara Lynn Klarner • Charles 
Klein • Nina Klippel • Walter Knoll and Susan Grossman • 
Guy D. Knoller • Sheila Knupp • Dr. Helen R. Koepfer • 
Sarah Kolodny • Pamela Krasney • Bruce Krawisz and Jane 
Kennedy • Bill and B~th Krumbein • David Kumaki • 
Jacqueline Kurtz • Casi Kushel and Frank Nagelmann • 
Lynn La Count • Shanna Langdon • George Le Large • 
Jeffrey Lee • Barbara Lee • Dawn Lehman • Matthew 
Lehmann • Reiner Leibe • Laura Leso • Phyllis Levin • 
Edwin Levine • John Levy • Ruth Lincoln • Edgar Lion • 
Toinette Lippe • Kristin K. Loken • Stephen Lowry • 
Jeannette Ludwig • Leonie W. Luterman • Kathryn Lynn • 
Carolyn MacGregor and Russ Palmeri • Anne Macquarie • 
Ralph Madsen • Philip W. Maher Jr. • Thomas Mallabar • 
Dale G. Malone • Rosemary Malvey • Joan Mancuso • Alan 
Mandell • Ezra Mann • Leonard Marcel • Genjo Marinello • 
Judith W. Marsh • Charles Matlock and Edward Todd • 
Keitaro Matsuda • Terry Maul • Kurt Maurer • Michael and 
Mary May • Ian Mayo-Smith • Marge and Bob McCarthy • 
Joseph McDonald • Lynn McGonagill • Delia McGrath • 



Margaret McMillen • Jacqueline Mehr • Eva Merrick • 
Raymond C. Meyer• Sara Mikkelsen • Jack D. Miller• James 
A. Miller • Diane H. Miller • Warren Miller • Nicolee Jikyo 
Miller-McMahon • Mark A. Mills • David Mills • Ellen A. 
and Paul Mintzer • Gina Miserendino • Jim and Sheila 
Molnar • Grant and Margaret Monsarrat • Linda Moran • 
Chris Morrow • Donna Mumma and Chris Bartlett • Mark 
B. Naess • Nancy Napier • Susan Nash • Francoise Navarro • 
Frances Neel• Nancy Neiman-Hoffman• Tonya Nemanic • 
Pat Niederpruem • Letitia Noel • Richard Nolley • Janet 
Novy• Maureen O'Brien· Kevin O'Connor• Dennis O'Neil 
• April Oliver • Mary Orr • Phyllis A. Oscar • Howard 
Ostmann • Koorosh Ostonari • Gary Overturf • Theresa 
Owens • Kathryn Pagliuso • Lauren Paquet • Harry "Bud" 
Parke • Frank Parker • William Patterson • Shen Pauley • 
Richard Pearce • Louis Pech • Laura Pendell • Douglas 
Pengilly • Alex Pham • Christopher Piel • Ruth Pierce • Fred 
Pietrzak • Molly Gluek Polanski • Amy Post • Carol Potter • 
Coleman and Tracy Pratt • S. Premena • Elaina Prevett • Lee 
M. Price • Mark Pringle • Patricia Quigley• Gail Quillman • 
Connie Ralls • Deborah Rand • Judith Randall • John Rask 
• Katherine Ratliffe • Mitchell S. and Ann-Mari Ratner • 
Hyacinthe Raven • Mark Redmond • Jose L. Reissig • 
Marilyn Renaker • Richard Reoch • Michael Reshetnik • 
Jean W. Reyes • Elizabeth Rice • Peter Richards • Sarah 
Beinecke Richardson • Louise Teddi Richman • Stuart 
Richter • Robert Riddell and Sydney Howell • Michael 
Ridner • Veronica J. Ries • Diane Rizzetto • James E. and 
Ann P. Robarge • Thomas and Margie Rodgers • Barbara 
and Tom Rona • Conrad and Janice Ross • Virginia L. 
Rounsaville • Kathy Rowe • Claire and John Rubin • 
Deborah Russell and Joe Galensky • Elizabeth Russell • 
Alison Ruzicka • Mitch Ryerson and Alice Turkel • Susan 
Sabo • Joseph Sabol • Joan Safajek • Barry Samuel • John 
Santa • Suzanne Sauder Winston • Harold and Kathy 
Saunders • Robert J. Saunders • James Schafer • Peter 
Mugan Schellin • Ronald Schneider • Martina Schneider • 
Dan Schonberg • Stephen Schryver • Charles R. Schultz • 
Rev. Rachel and Chris Schwab • Randy and Syndee 
Schwartz • Kathy Schwerin and Harry Edmie • Cassie Scott 
and Helene Vosters • Seth Segall • Mary Selkirk and Lee 
Ballance • Alan and Laurie Senauke • William Sette • 
Margaret Shaffer • Ben Shaine and Marci Thurston • Rob 
Shapera • Bennett and Fredericka Shapiro • Judith A. Sharp 
• John Sheehy• Mary Lou Shelton • Heidi and Tom Sikina • 
Sande Simpson • Suzanne Skees • Lakshmi and Mark Slick 
· • Gregory T. Smith • Kathrin Smith • Richard T. Smith and 
Kim Eng Koo • F. Stuart Smith • Regina A. Sneed • Raymond 
Snow • Nan Soule • Rex Spear • Susan Spielman • David B. 
Spurgeon • Cornelia St. John and Steve Edmunds • William 
Stahl • Carl Stancil • Eric and Lynne Stietzel • Sharon 
Strachan and Carol Park• Karsten Struhl • Mary Suhonen • 
Robert Swanson • Val Szymanski • David Tannheimer • 
David Tapper • Denise Taylor • Clay Taylor • Joan Leslie 
Taylor• William Taylor• Steven Thompson• Jay Thompson 

• David Thomson • Frank Todaro • Carolyn Joyce Tokson • 
S. Topps • Lana Touchstone • Chris Townsend • Al Tribe • 
Marianna Tubman • Michael Twombly • Gordon and 
Margo Tyndall • Keith and Karen Umezawa • Ed Valko • 
Yolanda Marie Vazquez· Jesse Maceo Vega-Frey· Nyvette 
Vicens • Tom Vincent• Richard Vincent• Julie Voelck • Eric 
Von Horstman • H. J. Vonhouser • John Wadsworth • Thein 
Wah • Roberta Wall • Joseph J. Wallen • Bernie Walters • 
William D. Watson • Shan Watters • Lila Weinberg • Judi 
Weinstein • Steven J. Weisman • James Wellman • Susan 
Westbrook • Deirdre Whelan • Katherine C. White • Patricia 
Wilkinson • David Kozen Williams • M. Katherine Williams 
• Peter Williams • Richard Williams • Lyn Willwerth • Ed 
Wilmot • Dorie Wilsnack • Christopher Wilson • Jim 
Wilson • Robert Wist • Amala Wrightson and Richard Von 
Sturmer • Debra Wuensch • Akiko and Silvio Yamada • 
Sharon Young • Sondra and George Zeidenstein • Jing 
Zhang • Randall Ziglar • Ken Zimmerman 

Special thanks to all who volunteer their time to BPF: 
Sarah Entine, Yvonne Charles, Ezra Mann, Louise Rafkin, 
Marianne Dresser, Nancy Beckman, Richard Seals, Trena 
Cleland, Heather Merriam, Jan Eldridge, Gail Bailey, Everett 
Wilson, Marianne Dresser, Jean Fournier, Larry Saxxon, 
boona cheema, Mushim Ikeda-Nash, and Diana Lion. 
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BPF Chapters and Affiliates 
This directory lists BPF chapters 
that are currently active. For an 
up-to-date listing that includes 
"BPF Friends" (more informed 
groups) please visit www.bpforg. 

UNITED STATES CHAPTERS 

NORTHEAST REGION CHAPTERS 
Regional Representative 
Joan Schwartz 
joan@bpfboston.org 

BOSTON AREA, MA 
Joan Schwartz 
info@bpfboston.org 
www.bpjboston.org 

PIONEER VALLEY, MA 
Western Massachusetts 
Emilie Woodward 
413/586-0474 
emiliewoodward@hotmail.com 

NEW YORIC CITY 
Chris Raines 
212/545-4123 
info@bpfny.org 
http://bpfny.org/index.html 

ROCHESTER, NY 
Jay F. Thompson 
585/576-6073 
info@rochesterbpf.org 
www. rochesterbpf org 

SOUTHERN REGION CHAPTERS 
Regional Representative 
Rick Ferriss (Tampa Bay, FL) 
rickfrrss@earthlink.net 

WASHINGTON, DC 
Rebecca Hines 
301/529-6158 
info@wbpf.org 
www. wbpf org 

TAMPA BAY, FL 
Rick Ferriss 
813/238-9713 
rickfrrss@earthlink.net 
www.bpf-tampabay.org 

TALLAHASSEE, FL 
Jolm Wark 
850/342-3370 
jtwark@hotmail.com 
http://webdharma.com/tbpf 

ATLANTA,GA 
Sherry Durren 
404/384-7325 
atlantabpf@hotmail.com 

NASHVILLE, TN 
Joey King 
6 l 5/ 485-1616 
jbkranger@aol.com 

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 
Marian Morgan 
434/295-9662 
mdm5f@yahoo.com 

MIDWEST/CENTRAL REGION 
CHAPTERS 
Regional Representative 
Lynne Brakeman (Cleveland, OH) 
lbrakeman@cox.net 

CHICAGO, IL 
Dean Kaufer 
773/465-4279 
deankaufer@mac.com 
www. bpf org!chicago 

SOUTHEAST MICHIGAN 
Jackie Kurtz 
734/255-2711 
jackiekurtz@comcast.net 

CLEVELAND, OH 
Lynne Brakeman 
lbrakeman@cox.net 
www.bpfcleveland.org 

MADISON, WI 
Kathy Derene 
608/233-4118 
kathy@derene.com 
madisonbpf org 

MILWAUKEE, WI 
Paul Brodwin 
brodwin@uwm.edu 

WESTERN REGION CHAPTERS 
Regional Representative 
Heidi Enji Hoogstra 
(Portland, OR) 
enji@comcast.net 

HONOLULU, HI 
Pete Shimazaki Doktor 
dok@riseup.net 

PORTLAND, OR 
Heidi Enji Hoogstra 
503/236-5741 
bpfportland@yahoo.com 
www.bpfportland.com 

BELLINGHAM, WA 
Edie Norton 
360/527-9101 
edwinanorton@earthlink.net 

SEATTLE, WA 
Elaine Waller-Rose 
206/725-707 4 
elainewr@speakeasy.org 
www.bpf-seattle.org 

OLYMPIA, WA 
South Sound BPF 
Robert Lovitt 
360/357-5409 
ssbpf@comcast.net 

CALIFORNIA REGION CHAPTERS 
Regional Representatives 
Delia McGrath 
deliaforpeace@yahoo.com 

SAN DIEGO 
Ava Torre-Bueno 
619/294-8779 
avatb@cox.net 

SAN FRANCISCO 
Sherri Nordwall 
415/565-0653 
sfchapter@bpf.org 

LoNGBEACH 
Dale Lanz 
562/425-0094 
dmlanz@gte.net 

Los ANGELES 
Richard Modiano 
richardmodiano@earthlink.net 
310/439-1507 

NEVADA CITY 
Perissa Busick 
530/265-4274 
bpfnevadacity@yahoo.com 

SACRAMENTO 
Beverly Taylor 
916/925-8698 
lefty28 l@hotmail.com 

TASSAJARA ZEN CENTER 
Judith Randall 
39171 Tassajara Rd. 
Carmel Valley, CA 93924 

SANTA CRUZ 
Phyllis Levin 
831/475-8037 
www.bpfsc.org 

HUMBOLDT 
Mitch Trachtenberg 
707/677-0762 
mjtrac@gmail.com 

INTERNATIONAL CHAPTERS 

CANADA:VANCOUVER 
Andrew Larcombe 
604/879-3650 
larcombe@telus.net 

AUSTRALIA: MELBOURNE 
Jill Jameson 
61-3-9844-2289 
jamesonjg@bigpond.com 

AUSTRALIA: SYDNEY 
Mari Rhydwen 
rhydwen@bigpond.net.au 

ITALY: MILANO 
Stefano Bettera 
stefano.bettera@stefanobettera.eu 
www.bpfitalia.org 

SPAIN 
Jean-Jacques Vellino 
BPF Bodhyanga, Barcelona 
jjv@dzogchen.bodhyanga.org 
http://dzogchen.bodhyanga.org 

AFFILIATES 

AMIDA TRUST 
THE BUDDHIST HOUSE 
12 Coventry Road 
Narborough, Leicestershire 
U.K. LE19 2GR 
01/162-867-476 
www.amidatrust.com 

U.K. NETWORK OF ENGAGED 
BUDDHISTS 
Maitrisara 
18 Bhandari Close 
Oxford, OX4 3DT, U.K. 
secretary@engagedbuddhists.co. uk 

FOUNDATION FOR THE PEOPLE 
OF BURMA 
One Market St., 30th floor 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
415/978-3016 
www.foundationburma.org 

GAY BUDDHIST FELLOWSHIP 
22 15-R Market St. 
PMB#456 
San Francisco, CA 94114 
415/974-9878 
www.gaybuddhist.org 

GREEN SANGHA 
415/459-8610 
info@greensangha.org 
www.greensangha.org 

INEB JAPAN 

81-566-76-2486 
Suzuki Ryowa, 81 Honyashiki 
Minowa Anjo Aichi 00446, Japan 

KARUNA CENTER 
Paula Green 
Leverett, MA 
413/367-9520 
www.karunacenter.org 

PEACEMAKER CIRCLE INTERNATIONAL 
HOUSE OF'ONE PEOPLE 
177 Ripley Road 
Montague, MA 01351 
413/367-2048 
info@peacemakercircle.org 
www.peacemakercircle.org 

PRISON DHARMA NETWORK 
POB 4623 
Boulder, CO 80306-4623 
303/544-5923 
pdn@indra.com 
www.prisondharmanetwork.org 

SAKYADHITA 
International Association of 
Buddhist Women 
www.sakyadhita.org 



Creating a Legacy of Peace 

For more than a quarter of a century, the Buddhist 
Peace Fellowship has been a compassionate and 
nonviolent instrument for social change, taking a 
progressive stance on militarism, disarmament, the 
death penalty, the prison-industrial complex, and 
environmental and human rights. 

Your support makes our ongoing work possible 
during these challenging times. Please consider: 

• Corporate or matching gifts 
• Endowments and/or foundation gifts 
• A gift in tribute to a loved one 
• Life insurance and retirement plan gifts 
• Inclusion of BPF in your will or trust 
• A gift of appreciated securities 

If you would like more information about these and 
other giving plans, please contact Oren Sofer at 
510/655-6169 x. 300. All inquiries are confidential. 

Buddhist Peace Fellowship 

Teen & Young Adult Retreats 
Building Community Through Deeper Awareness 

Please contact Temple Smith at 510/655-6169 x305 
www.bpf.org/teens.thml (ages 15-19) 

www.bpf.org/ya.html (ages 18-30) 
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~ 
Buddhist Peace Fellowship 
P.O. Box 3470 

Berkeley, CA 94703 USA 

Address Service Requested 
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--RJ Lannan, New Age Reporter, named Meadow Run a Top 10 CD 

I play all 3 CDs at work all the time -- it's the only music everyone likes! 
--Willow Munger, Santa Cruz 

CDs, Guitar Dharma booklets & more 

www.HeartwoodMusic.com 
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